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BOTTOM-UP DATAFLOW ANALYSIS 
OF NORMAL LOGIC PROGRAMS 
KIM MARRIOTT AND HARALD SQ)NDERGAARD* 
D A theory of semantics-based dataflow analysis using a notion of “insertion” 
is presented. This notion relaxes the Galois connections used in Cousot 
and Cousot’s theory of abstract interpretation. The aim is to obtain a firm 
basis for the development of dataflow analyses of normal logic programs. 
A dataflow analysis is viewed as a nonstandard semantics that approxi- 
mates the standard semantics by manipulating descriptions of data objects 
rather than the objects themselves. A Kleene logic-based semantics for 
normal logic programs is defined, similar to Fitting’s @‘p semantics. This 
provides the needed semantic base for “bottom-up” dataflow analyses. 
Such analyses give information about the success and failure sets of a 
program. A major application of bottom-up analysis is therefore type 
inference. We detail a dataflow analysis using descriptions similar to Sato 
and Tamaki’s depth-k abstractions and another using Marriott, Naish, and 
Lassez’s “singleton” abstractions. We show that both are sound with 
respect to our semantics and outline various uses of the analyses. Finally 
we justify our choice of semantics by showing that it is the most abstract of 
a number of possible semantics. This means that every analysis based on 
our semantics is correct with respect to these other semantics, including 




Dataflow analysis is an important part of many logic-programming tools. Informa- 
tion from a dataflow analysis can be used to identify errors in a program, as done 
by program debuggers and type checkers, or to determine the applicability of 
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various optimizations used in program transformers such as compilers and partial 
evaluators. Dataflow analyses, however, may be very complex and difficult to 
develop and prove correct. 
The theory of abstract interpretation developed by Cousot and Cousot [6, 71 
offers some help. This theory aids the design and verification of dataflow analyses 
by formalizing the relationship between analysis and semantics. The insight offered 
is to regard to dataflow analysis as a nonstandard semantics, that is, one in which 
the usual domain of values has been replaced by a domain of descriptions of 
values, and in which the operators are given a corresponding nonstandard interpre- 
tation. 
For example, rather than using integers as data objects, a dataflow analysis may 
use -, 0, and + to describe negative integers, zero, and positive integers, 
respectively. Then by reinterpreting operations like multiplication according to the 
“rules of signs”, the dataflow analysis may establish certain properties of a 
program, such as “whenever this loop is entered, x is assigned a negative value”. 
The signs example is particularly simple, but it allows us to make two general 
points. First, a dataflow analysis should always terminate. One therefore typically 
chooses descriptions that are sufficiently coarse-grained for the approximation to 
be finitely computable. Second, one is normally interested in program properties 
that are undecidable. So finitely computed descriptions are necessarily imprecise in 
general, though they should of course be correct. As an example, consider the 
“addition” of - and +: the sum of the integers described is either negative, zero, 
or positive, but we cannot know which applies, and so we have to introduce an even 
more imprecise description, T, say, to designate the result. 
Abstract interpretation of logic programs has gained considerable currency 
lately, mainly because it is useful in the design and verification of dataflow analyses 
used in optimizing PROLOG compilers. The theory has, however, almost entirely 
been restricted to the case of definite logic programs executed using SLD resolu- 
tion with a standard (left-to-right) computation rule. Papers by Mellish, Debray, 
Jones and Sondergaard, and by Bruynooghe et al. have offered frameworks for 
abstract interpretation in this case and suggested a number of applications [3, 4, 8, 
13, 24, 251. 
In all of these approaches, dataflow information is propagated in a manner that 
resembles an SLD refutation of a query. Analyses therefore yield information 
about callpatterns that occur during the query evaluation process. This information 
is exactly what a compiler needs in order to improve code generation, so the major 
applications are in code optimization. We refer to this type of dataflow analysis as 
top-down. 
In contrast, our concern here is bottom-up dataflow analysis. This type of 
analysis provides information about the success patterns of a program, that is, it 
approximates its success (and possibly failure) set. This is achieved by propagating 
information in a way similar to how the well-known TP (or T [32]) operator works. 
Bottom-up analysis in this sense cannot provide information about run-time call 
patterns, but it suffices for several applications as discussed in this paper. It is not 
only conceptually cleaner than top-down analysis, it also allows for efficient 
derivation of query-independent i formation about a logic program. Marriott and 
Sondergaard [23] discuss the two kinds of analysis, their interrelation and applica- 
tions further. 
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Bottom-up dataflow analysis of normal logic programs was first formalized by 
Marriott and Sondergaard [21] in a predecessor to this paper. The theory of 
semantics-based ataflow analysis presented in the present paper relaxes that of 
the predecessor somewhat. Since it deviates from a more classical theory based on 
Galois connections, we take some care to argue its adequacy. Our point of 
departure is a semantics based on Kleene (three-valued) logic. We give a ftxpoint 
characterization of our semantics, using an operator U, which is very similar to 
Fitting’s Q,, [ll], but better suited to our purpose. Example dataflow analyses 
(essentially type inferences) to calculate “depth-k” abstractions due to Sato and 
Tamaki [29] and “singleton” abstractions due to Marriott, Naish, and Lassez [18, 
201 are presented. The analyses are shown to be sound with respect to our base 
semantics and useful for program debugging and specialization. It is finally shown 
that every dataflow analysis that is correct with respect to our semantics is also 
correct with respect to the semantics given by Kunen [15], to SLDNF resolution, 
and to (sound) PROLOG semantics. 
After recalling basic mathematical notions in Section 2, we present a theory 
of semantics-based ataflow analysis in Section 3. In Section 4 we present our 
“base” semantics. In Section 5 we give the example dataflow analysis. In Section 6 
we discuss the relation to other semantic definitions. Section 7 contains a conclu- 
sion. 
The reader is expected to be familiar with logic programming. Some knowledge 
of abstract interpretation will be useful, even though we do provide necessary 
definitions. A general introduction to abstract interpretation of declarative lan- 
guages may be found in Abramsky and Hankin’s book [l]. We seek to comply with 
the terminology used by Lloyd [16]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
A partial ordering is a binary relation that is reflexive, transitive, and antisymmet- 
ric. A set equipped with a partial ordering is a poset. Let (X, I) be a poset. A 
(possibly empty) subset Y of X is a chain iff for all y, y’ E Y, y ly’ Vy’ sy. 
Let (X, I > be a poset. An element x E X is an upper bound for Y CX iff y IX 
for all y E Y. Dually we may define a lower bound for Y. An upper bound x for Y 
is the least upper bound for Y iff, for every upper bound x’ for Y, x IX’, and when 
it exists, we denote it by l-l Y. Dually we may define the greatest lower bound n Y 
for Y. 
A poset for which every subset possesses a least upper bound and a greatest 
lower bound is a complete lattice. In particular, equipped with the subset ordering, 
the powerset of X, denoted PX, is a complete lattice. Let X be a complete lattice. 
We denote U 0 = IlX by I, and ll0 = UX by 3. The complete lattice X is 
ascending chain finite (or Noethetiun) iff every ascending chain in X is finite. 
Dually, X may be descending chain Jinite. 
Let (X, I 1 and (Z, 5) be pose&. A function F : X --, Z is monotonic iff 
x IX’ q Fx 5 Fx’ for all x, x’ EX. In what follows, monotonic&y of functions is 
essential, so much so that it is understood throughout the paper that X --) Y 
denotes the space of monoton ic functions. We let A F denote the distributed 
version of F:X-+Z, that is, A:(X-,Z)+PX+PZ is defined by AFY={F 
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y ly E Y). Let X and Z be complete lattices. A function F : X--j Z is sttict iff 
F I, = I, and continuous iff for every infinite chain Y LX, U (A FY) = F( Ll Y 1. 
Costrictness and cocontinuity are defined as the dual notions. 
A @point for a function F : X + X is an element x E X such that x = Fx. If X 
is a complete lattice, then the set of fixpoints for (the monotonic) F : X+X is 
itself a complete lattice. The least element of this lattice is the least @point for F, 




a,<n Ft a’ if (Y is a limit ordinal, 
F(Ft(c-u- 1)) if (Y is a successor ordinal, 
there is some ordinal LY such that F t cr = IfpF. Dually we may define F J (Y for 
any ordinal (Y, and again there is some ordinal (Y such that F 1 (Y =gfp F. The 
sequence (F t O), (F t l), . . . , (IfpF) is the ascending Kleene sequence for F. Dually 
we may define the descending Kleene sequence. 
Let X be a complete lattice. A predicate Q is inclusive on X iff for all (possibly 
empty) chains Y LX, Q( U Y) holds whenever Qy holds for every y E Y. Dually Q 
is coinchive on X iff for all chains Y LX, Q< n Y > holds whenever Qy holds for 
every y E Y. Inclusive and coinclusive predicates are admissible in @point induc- 
tion. Assume that F : X+X is monotonic and (Qx) j Q(Fx) for all x E X. If Q is 
inclusive, then Q (Z&F) holds. If Q is coinclusive, then Q (gfp F) holds. We shall 
also use a slightly stronger version of the first case: clearly it suffices for Qx to 
imply Q (Fx) for all x I Zfp F. All cases of this induction principle are easily proved 
by transfinite induction. 
3. SEMANTICS-BASED DATAFLOW ANALYSIS 
Many dataflow analyses may be regarded as “mimicking” the normal execution of a 
program by working with descriptions of objects rather than the objects themselves. 
The descriptions are usually chosen so that the mimicking execution becomes 
uniformly terminating, that is, becomes a finitely computable approximation to the 
normal execution. Since most interesting program properties are undecidable, the 
descriptions computed must, in general, be approximate. However, for the descrip- 
tions to be of any use, the approximation must be safe, or conservative: while they 
cannot be expected to tell the whole truth, they must not contradict it. In this 
section we make precise what it means to safely approximate the normal execution. 
Example 3.1. We can approximate sets of integers in many different ways. One 
way is to use parities odd and even. More precisely, we let the set of descriptions 
D={I,odd,e.ven,T} be ordered by dCd’ iff I=d v d=d’V d’= T. The 




yT = z. 
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Here the set (2, 4) would be approximated by the description even, the set (2, 31 by 
T, and multiplication of (sets of) integers by @ : D X D + D as given by Table 1. 
Note that we have ordered descriptions according to how large a set of objects 
they apply to: the more imprecise, the “higher” they sit in the ordering. Thus I is 
the most precise description. In a sense, this ordering is opposite to the ordering 
used in domain theory: in our case, the top element corresponds to total lack of 
information. 
The idea of dataflow analysis as nonstandard semantics was formalized by 
Cousot and Cousot, who developed the theory of abstract interpretation in the 
mid-seventies [6, 71. The use of “y” for giving the semantics of descriptions goes 
back to Cousot and Cousot [6], who called the y the concretization function. 
Following Cousot and Cousot [6], we now generalize the above discussion 
somewhat, letting the codomain of y be a complete lattice rather than a powerset. 
The reason is that a semantic definition often includes many different domains, not 
necessarily powersets. In this way we obtain a category having complete lattices as 
objects and “insertions” (see below) as arrows: (id,, D, D) is the identity arrow on 
D, and (ror’, D, E) is the composite arrow of (y, D’, E) and (y’, D, 0’). 
Definition 3.2. An insertion is a triple (y, D, E) where D and E are complete 
lattices and (the monotonic) y : D + E is injective and costrict. 
The motivation for Definition 3.2 is as follows. The domain D of descriptions 
should “approximate” E in the sense that the two have a similar structure, but D 
is (isomorphic to) a “thinned” version of E. Further, every element of E should 
have at least one approximation in D, so y should be costrict. 
In Cousot and Cousot’s theory of abstract interpretation, the existence of an 
adjoined, so-called abstraction function (Y : E + D is required. 
Definition 3.3. Let D and E be complete lattices. The (monotonic) functions 
y : D + E and (Y : E + D are adjoined iff 
VdED.d=cY(yd), (1) 
VeEE.e<y(cl!e), (2) 
where I is the ordering on E. 
Our definition of adjunction is narrower than that of category theory, where D 
and E may be arbitrary preorderings and “ = ” in (1) is replaced by the ordering on 
TABLE 1 
0 
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D. However, (1) and (2) correspond to what Cousot and Cousot use in their 
original paper on abstract interpretation [6]. 
The abstraction function can be thought of as giving the (unique) best <overall 
approximation to a set of objects. When it exists, (Y and y uniquely determine each 
other. In Example 3.1, y has an adjoined function (Y : P Z -+ D given by (Y S = 
ll {d I S c ydl. We shall in general not assume the existence of an abstraction 
function. There are two reasons for this. First, some useful dataflow analyses seen 
in practice do not fit into a theory that requires an abstraction function. A theory 
for dataflow analysis should be general enough to accommodate these. Second, 
even when the principle of best approximation is pursued, it proves difficult to 
maintain. For example, it is not preserved by composition of functions. However, 
we establish the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.4. Let C-y, D, El be an insertion. If y has an adjoinedfinction CI : E -+ D 
then 
(1) y is cocontinuous, 
(2) a is continuous. 
PROOF. Let E be the ordering on D, and I that on E. 
(1): Let X s D be a chain. Then Y = A y X is a chain in E. We must show that 
y( IlX) = n Y. We have 
VXEX. n YS yx; 
thus, by monotonicity of LY and Definition 3.3 (11, 
V~EX. a( nq cx; 
thus 
g-v) c nx; 
thus, by monotonicity of y and Definition 3.3 (2), 
r-b Y(nx). 
Furthermore, by monotonicity of y, Vx EX. y( nX> I y x, so y( i-IX) I I7 Y. 
Therefore y( RX> = n Y, that is, y is cocontinuous. 
(2): Let X 5 E be a chain. Then Y = A cx X is a chain in D. We must show that 
Q(UX) = UY. We have 
VXEX.(YXC UY; 
thus, by monotonic&y of y and Definition 3.3 (21, 
VXEX.XI. y( LJY); 
thus 
UXS y( UY); 
thus, by monotonicity of u and Definition 3.3 (l), 
(Y(UX)III: UY. 
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Furthermore, 
VyEY.zlxEX.y5ox; 




So a( UX) = U Y, that is, cy is continuous. 0 
In accordance with the observation that “larger” descriptions naturally corre- 
spond to decreased precision, we now define what it means for d E D to safely 
approximate e E E. 
Definition 3.5. Let (y, D, E) be an insertion. We define appr, : D X E --) Boo1 by 
appr,(d, e> iff e 5 y d, where 5 is the ordering on E. 
Thus appr,(d, e) reads “d approximates e under y”. Since y will always be clear 
from the context, we shall omit the subscript and simply denote the predicate by 
appr. 
Lemma 3.6. Let (y, D, E) be an insertion. Then 
(1) appr is inclusive on D x E, ordered componentwise; 
(2) if y is cocontinuous then appr is coin&&e on D X E. 
PROOF. Let Y G D x E be a chain, and let < be the ordering on E. Assume that 
appr(d, e> holds for all (d, e) E Y, that is, e 5 y d. 
(1): Let d, = U {d I(d, e> E YI and e, = U (e I (d, e> E YI. Clearly (d,, e,> = 
LJ Y. By monotonicity of y, then, e I y d 5 y d, for all (d, ej E Y. So e, -< y d,, 
that is, appr(d,,e,) holds. Thus appr is inclusive. 
(2): Let do= n{dI(d,ejEY} d an e” = ll (e 1 (d, e) E Y}. Then (do, e”) = R Y. 
Clearly e” I yd for all (d, e) E Y, and so e” -< n {y d I (d, e> E Y}. Since y is 
cocontinuous, e” 5 y do, that is, appr(d’, e”> holds. Thus appr is coinclusive. 0 
Definition 3.7. We extend appr to the domain (D -+ D’ > x (E -+ E’) by defining 
appr(F’, F) iff V(d, e> ED x E. appr(d, e> - appr(F’d, Fe>. 
We thus in fact have a series of relations “appr”, but in what follows, the “type” 
of appr should always be clear from the context. This treatment of appr is similar 
to Reynolds’s use of relational functors [27]. 
Proposition 3.8. Let (y, D, E) be an insertion, and let F: E -+ E and F’ : D + D be 
such that appr(F’, F) holds. Then 
(1) appr(lfpF’,IfpFI holds; 
(2) appr((F’ J n), gfp F) holds for all n E w; 
(3) if y is cocontinuous then appr(gfpF’, gfpFj holds. 
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PROOF. (1): Let G : (D x E) - CD x El be defined by G(d, e) = (F’d, Fe). Then G 
is monotonic and lfp G = (lfp F’, Zfp F). By Lemma 3.6, we can reason about appr 
by using tixpoint induction on G. Assume appr(d, e> holds. Since appr(F’, F) holds, 
so does appr(F’ d, Fe). So appr(d, e) implies appr(G(d, e)). Therefore appr(lfpG) 
holds, that is, appr(lfpF’, IfpF) holds. 
(2): The proof is by finite induction. Clearly uppr(T,,gfpF) holds. Assume 
uppl(F’ J (n - l),gfp F) holds. Since appl(F’, F) holds, so does uppW(F’ 1 (n - 
l)), FCgfp F)), that is, appd(F’ J n),gfpF). Therefore apl((F’ I n>,gfp F) holds for all 
n E w. 
(3): The proof is dual to (1). 0 
Note that by Proposition 3.4, if y has an adjoined function, then appr(gfpF’, 
gfp F> holds. 
Now the idea is to have the “standard” semantics of program P given as Ifp F for 
some function F, and to have dataflow analyses defined in terms of “nonstandard” 
functions F’, approximating F. We can then use Proposition 3.8 to conclude that all 
elements of ZfpF have some property Q, provided all elements of y(ZfpF’) have 
property Q. In other words, IfpF’ provides us with approximate information about 
the standard semantics Zfp F. As we shall see in Section 5, knowledge about gfp F 
may also be useful, and (F’ 1 n), and sometimes gfp F’, can provide this. In this way 
dataflow analyses are nothing but approximations to the standard semantics. 
There are two points that should be made in this connection. First, we usually 
demand that a dataflow analysis should terminate, that is, we want the approxima- 
tion to be finitely computable. So the approximating function F’ and the descrip- 
tion domain D are usually chosen in such a way that the Kleene sequences for F’ 
are finite. Second, we usually want a dataflow analysis to be as precise as possible, 
in the sense of making the best possible use of available information. Letting F’ 
map every element of D to TD clearly leads to a dataflow analysis that is correct, 
but useless. If an abstraction function (Y : E + D exists, then a best safe approximat- 
ing function F’ exists, namely the function defined by F’ = a~Foy. This principle, 
however, is not preserved by composition of functions. 
4. A SEMANTIC DEFINITION BASED ON KLEENE LOGIC 
In this section we give a semantic definition for normal logic programs, that is, 
programs that may contain negation in bodies of clauses [16]. Sound negation is an 
important issue in logic programming, but it has too often been neglected in the 
dataflow analysis literature. Let us recall the class of normal logic programs to fix 
our notation. A literal is an atom A or the negation of an atom, written ~4. A body 
is a (possibly empty) finite conjunction of literals, written L, A *e. A L,. A clause 
consists of an atom A (its head) and a body B, and is written A +-B. A normal 
program consists of a finite number of clauses. In the rest of this paper, by 
“program” we mean normal logic program. We let Her denote the set of ground 
atoms (for some fixed alphabet). For a syntactic object s, grounds denotes the set of 
ground instances of s. 
Let Znterp = (PHer) x @Her). Equipped with the componentwise subset order- 
ing, Znterp forms a complete lattice. We denote the ordering on Znterp by I . The 
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idea is that Znterp consists of all three-valued (partial) “interpretations”. An 
interpretation u = (u,,q) is read as follows: the atoms in U, are true, those in zq are 
false, those not in U, u ur are undefined (not assigned a classical truth value), and 
those in IA, n uf are overdefined (assigned both true and false). Alternatively, Znterp 
may be thought of as mapping ground atoms to the four-valued bilattice [lo]. 
Clearly, the set Znterp is partitioned into consistent and inconsistent elements, 
where (u$,u~) is consistent iff u, n uf = 0 and inconsistent iff u, n ur # 0. The 
greatest element (Her,Her) of Interp is inconsistent, for example. An interpretation 
(u,, U$ is complete iff U, U uf = Her. 
Definition 4.1. cons : Inter-p --f Boo1 is defined by cons(X, Y) iff X n Y = 0. 
Lemma 4.2. cons is inclusive on Interp. 
PROOF. Let Z G Interp be a chain. Let X’ = {XI (X, y> E Z} and Y’ = {Y I (X, r) E Z}. 
Let X, = U X’ and Y,, = U Y’. Clearly (X,,, Y,,) = U Z. Assume cons(X, Y) holds for 
all (X, Y) E Z, that is, X n Y = 0. We show by contradiction that X, n Y, = 0. 
Assume 3x .x E X,, n Y,. Then x E X, for some (X1, Y,> E Z, and x E Y, for some 
(X2, Y,) E Z. For reasons of symmetry, and since Z is a chain, we can assume that 
(X,, Y,) 5 (X2, Yz). It follows that x E X2 n Y,, contradicting the assumption that 
X n Y = 0 for all (X, r) E Z. Thus X,, n Y, = 0? so cons is inclusive on Znterp. 0 
The idea behind using three-valued logic to describe computational behavior 
goes back to Kleene.’ Suppose we want to use a machine to determine the truth or 
falsehood of some statement. In addition to the two possibilities that the machine 
returns true or false, it may happen that it fails to terminate. It is therefore natural 
to use a logic which admits yet a third value which stands for “undefined”. In 
Kleene’s logic [14], the connectives are the “most generous” extensions of the 
classical connectives, so for example the tables for “ A ” and “ 7 ” are 
In logic-programming terms this version of “ A ” corresponds to a fair computation 
rule. Note that PROLOG’s “ A ” is not commutative as a three-valued connective: 
the standard computation rule of PROLOG rather corresponds to the connectives 
of McCarthy logic [17]. For example, in McCarthy logic, false A I yields false, but 
I A false yields I, since this corresponds to the behavior of a machine that 
attempts to evaluate expressions from left to right, given the understanding that I 
designates nontermination. 
The use of a fair computation rule can only increase the success and finite 
faiiue sets of a program. So, since we approximate these sets from without, any 
‘Three-valued logics had previously been investigated by Post and Lukasicwicz independently, and 
by BoEvar, but always from a point of view of the semantic paradoxes. Klcene wanted an intuitionisti- 
tally sound logic for partial recursive functions. 
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dataflow analysis based on Kleene logic will be sound with respect to McCarthy 
logic. In the following we give a semantic definition for normal programs based on 
Kleene logic, but we return to alternative semantics and their relation to ours in 
Section 6. 
It is possible to give a three-valued model-theoretic semantics for normal 
programs, based on Fitting’s notion of satisfaction by (in our terminology) consis- 
tent interpretations [ll]. Fitting, however, also gives a fixpoint characterization, 
based on an operator Cp,, and this is the type of semantic definition we aim at. 
Fitting’s operator works on a semilattice of consistent interpretations. The reason 
why we include inconsistent elements is that the inherent imprecision in “descrip- 
tions” may sometimes force the generation of (description) values that are “incon- 
sistent”, as Example 5.18 will show. Technically it is simpler to include all elements, 
and unlike Fitting we are only interested in our operator’s least fixpoint, which is 
the same as that of a,. 
Definition 4.3. Let u = (u,,u~) be an interpretation. Let B =L,, A ..a AL, be a 
ground body. We say that 
u makes B true iff 
ViE {l,..., n].vAEHer.(L,=A -AEu,)A(Li=7A -AEuf) 
u makes B false iff 
3iE{l,..., n}.34EHer.(Li=AAAEuf)V(Li=7AAAEu,). 
The following lemma is easily verified. 
Lemma 4.4. Let u be an interpretation and B a ground body. If u is consistent, then u 
cannot make B both true and false. 
We now define the base semantics. Let P be a program, and let I be an index 
set for the clauses in P. Using this we may denote the ith clause in P by P[i], 
where i E I. 
Definition 4.5. The immediate consequence junction U, : Intelp + Interp is defined 
by 




The base semantics of program P is B[rPjj = 1’ U,. 
Proposition 4.6. The base semantics of a program P is well defined and consistent. 
PROOF. The function U, is easily seen to be monotonic, so B[P] is well defined. By 
Lemma 4.2 we can reason about cons by using tixpoint induction on U,. If L&u is 
inconsistent, then there is a ground instance A +-B of a clause in P such that u 
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makes B both true and false, so u is inconsistent by Lemma 4.4. It follows that the 
set of consistent interpretations is closed under U,. Therefore BEPJ is consistent. 
0 
Note that we consider Ifp U, to be the denotation of the program P. This differs 
from Fitting’s more fine-grained semantics [ll], in which the set of all (consistent) 
fixpoints, or “partial models”, is used. 
Example 4.7. Consider the program P: 




Assuming that the alphabet is that of P, the semantics is (us, u,), where 
u, = {p(a),q(a,a),q(f(a),f(a)),...,r(f(a))}, 
ur= IP(f(a)),q(a,f(a)),q(f(a),a),...,r(a)j. 
The rest of this section establishes ome results that will be used in Section 5, 
where the issue is nonstandard semantics. 
Definition 4.8. For xc Her, let Z denote Her\x, the complement of x. The 
predicate compl : Znterp x Interp + Boo1 is defined by comp((x, y), (x’, y’ 1) iff 
x =y'/fj=x'. 
Our interest in compl stems from the fact that the least and the greatest 
fixpoints of U, turn out to be complements. We prove this below (Proposition 
4.11). To establish the proposition, however, two lemmas are needed. 
Lemma 4.9. Let B be a ground body, and let u and u’ be interpretations. If 
compl(u, u’ ) holds, then 
(1) u makes B true iff T(U) makes B false>, 
(2) u makes B false iff T(U’ makes B true). 
PROOF. Let (us, u,.) = u, and assume that compZ(u, u’> holds. Let B = L, A *a* AL,. 
(1): The assertion then is 
ViE{l,... ,n}.v,4EHer.(L,=A -AEu,)A(L~=TA JAEU~) iff 
T(3iE {l,..., ~).~~EH~~.(L~=AAAEE,)V(L,= TAAAEE~)), 
which clearly holds. 
(2): The proof is similar to (1). 0 
Let Interp x Intelp be equipped with the ordering c defined by (u,, u;> 5 
(ii,, u;> iff u, I ii2 A u; I u;. Clearly Znterp X Znterp is a complete lattice. 
Lemma 4.10. compl is inclusive on Interp X Inteip. 
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PROOF. Let Z G Interp x Znnterp be a chain. Assume that compl(u, u’) holds for all 
(u,u’)EZ, that is X=y’r\y=x’ where (x,y)=u and (x’,y’)=u’. Let X= 
{Xl((X,y),(x’,y’))EZ], and let Y, X’, and Y’ be defined similarly. Then 
(( tJ X, lJ Y >, (0 X’, n Y’)) = U Z. Consider A E Her. We have that 
A E tJX iff V((x,y),(x’,y’)) EZ.A@x 
iff V((x,y),(x’,y’)) EZ.A Ex 
iff V((x,y),(x’,y’)) EZ.A Ey’ 
iff A E n Y’. 
So lJ X= n Y’. Similarly U Y= n X’. So compl( u Z) holds. 0 
Proposition 4.11. For every program P, compl& U,, gfp U,> holds. 
PROOF. Let F : (Znterp x Znterp) + (Zntelp x Znterp) be defined by F(u, u’) = 
CU, u, U, u’>. By this, 1’F = (1’ I!_$, gfp Up>. By Lemma 4.10 we can reason about 
compl by using fixpoint induction on F. Assume complb, u’) holds, and let 
(us, u,) = U, u and (~1, uj> = U, u’. By Lemma 4.9 and Definition 4.5, ul = Uf and 
u; = ii,, that is, compl(F(u, u’>) holds. Therefore complb’jjp F), that is, 
compl(l! U, , gfi U, ), holds. 0 
In general gfpU, will be inconsistent, and even though there may be many 
consistent fixpoints, there is usually no greatest such; cf. Fitting’s use of “intrinsic” 
fixpoints ill]. We have the following consequence of Proposition 4.11. 
Corollary 4.12. gfp U, is consistent iff Ifp UJ = gfp U,. 
PROOF. If lfp U, = gfp V, then gfp U, is consistent, by Proposition 4.6. Let (us, “r) 
= 1’ U,. Then gfp U,, = (ii,, E,), by Proposition 4.11. Assume that gfp U, is consis- 
tent, that is, Uf n ci, = 0. Then uf U u, = Her, that is Ifp U, is complete. Thus 
uf = ti, and u, = Uf , and so &I U, = gj$ U,. 0 
5. AN EXAMPLE DATAFLOW ANALYSIS 
The most obvious application of dataflow analyses based on the base semantics 
given in the previous section is type inference. We use the term “type” loosely to 
mean descriptions that are based on the structure of the terms or atoms. For 
instance, types include Bruynooghe’s (restricted) rational tree descriptions [3] and 
Sato and Tamaki’s atom abstractions [29]. Type inference is the process of finding a 
type which describes the success et and/or failure set of a program. A special case 
of type inference is termination analysis: from the success and failure information 
present in an inferred type one may conclude that certain goals will neither 
succeed nor fail and so will not terminate. 
In this section we amalgamate ideas from several type inference methods found 
in the literature [20, 21, 291. Type inference is expressed as a nonstandard version 
of the base semantics. We generalize previous work along two dimensions: the first 
is that normal programs are considered rather than definite; the second is that the 
type descriptions considered are generalized to “atom abstractions”, which intu- 
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itively are sets of atoms whose denotation is their set of ground instances. We also 
generalize Marriott, Naish, and Lassez’s method of program specialization [201 and 
prove the correctness of the generalization. 
We now introduce “atom abstractions and “abstraction schemes”-the latter 
are sets of atom abstractions. We are primarily interested in abstraction schemes in 
which each atom abstraction has a distinct denotation, since atom abstractions 
representing the same set of ground atoms are equivalent for our purposes. One 
step towards ensuring this is to consider the atoms in atom abstractions to be taken 
modulo variable renaming. 
Definition 5.1. The instantiation preordering 5 on Atom is defined by A a A’ iff A 
is an instance of A’. We let Atom d denote the poset of atoms (module variable 
renaming) with the partial ordering induced by the instantiation preordering. 
Definition 5.2. Let the function den : P Atom a + P Her be defined by den& = 
U (A groundzf). An atom abstraction ti is a subset of Atom Q, and its denotation 
is den&. An abstraction scheme 9 is a set of atom abstractions such that for 
some _Q? ~9, Her = den zf. 
Dejinition 5.3. The function depth : Term -+ N gives the depth of a term as follows: 
if T is a constant then depth T = 1; otherwise depth T = 1 + max{depth T’ I T’ is 
a proper subterm of T}. We define the depth of an atom A, depthA, as the 
maximal depth of any of its terms (0 if A is anadic). 
The next two definitions exemplify abstraction schemes. Let CpredA) denote the 
predicate symbol of atom A. 
Dejinition 5.4. Let Atom, = {A E Atom Q [depthA s k}. The depth-k abstraction 
scheme is P Atom,. 
Example 5.5. The set {[ p(x, f(x))], [p(f(a), x)1} is a depth-2 abstraction that 
denotes 
(assuming an alphabet {a, f)). 
Definition 5.6. The atom abstraction JZ’ is singleton iff ‘dA, A’ ~&.(predA) = 
CpredA’) * A =A’. Th e singleton abstraction scheme is the set of all singleton 
atom abstractions. 
Example 5.7. The set ([p(x, f(f(x>>>l, [&(a), x)1) is a singleton abstraction that 
denotes 
(assuming an alphabet {a,f}). Note that this abstraction is not a depth-2 abstrac- 
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tion, since p(x,f(f(x))) has depth 3. Similarly, the previous example abstraction is 
not a singleton abstraction, since it contains two atoms having the same predicate 
P* 
Depth-k abstractions were introduced by Sato and Tamaki [29], and the single- 
ton abstractions have been used by Marriott [18] and by Marriott, Naish, and 
Lassez [20]. Related abstraction schemes have been studied by Marriott and 
Sondergaard [221. 
We equip abstraction schemes with the ordering I defined by .u?Gz~’ iff 
den &c den _#. As it stands, 5 is a preordering: different atom abstractions may 
have the same denotation. For instance, if there are only two constants a and b, 
the (p(x>) has the same denotation as (p(a), p(b)}. We are ultimately interested in 
schemes that are complete lattices, so as a first step we introduce schemes that are 
posets. These we call “canonical”. 
Definition 5.8. An abstraction scheme 5‘ is canonical iff 
VS’,~’ Ey.den.@‘=den&” =z, &‘=&. 
It is straightforward to show that if there are two or more distinct ground terms 
then the singleton abstraction scheme is canonical. However, depth-k abstraction 
schemes are not in general canonical. For any abstraction scheme one can always 
find an “equivalent” scheme which is canonical by choosing a maximal representa- 
tive for each class of abstractions with the same denotation. Let (X, I) be a poset, 
and let Y cX. We define maximal: (PX) + (PX) by 
muximalY={yEYJVy’EY.y~y’ =) y=y’}, 
and we define minimal Y in the dual manner. 
Dejinition 5.9. Let 9 be an abstraction scheme. We define the canonicized 9 to 
be 
Definition 5.10. Abstraction schemes y and 9”’ are equivalent iff 
Adenp= Aden?. 
The next proposition follows immediately from the definition of sp*. 
Proposition 5.11. y’* is canonical and equivalent to the abstraction scheme ~7. 
Definition 5.12. An abstraction scheme is a lattice abstraction scheme iff it is a 
complete lattice under subset ordering. 
Proposition 5.13. Canonicized depth-k abstraction schemes and the canonicized single- 
ton abstraction scheme are lattice abstraction schemes. 
Our interest in lattice abstraction schemes tems from the following proposition, 
which is easily verified. 
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Proposition 5.14. Let 9 be a lattice abstraction scheme. Define Int, =9x9, and let 
yY : Int, + Interp be defined by 
-yY(w,,wf) = (denwS,denwf). 
Then (“/y Int,, Interp) is an insertion. 
Abstraction schemes can be used to induce nonstandard semantic functions 
which approximate the base semantics. These nonstandard semantics are useful 
because they may highlight errors hidden in the program, by giving an approxima- 
tion to the success set or failure set smaller than the programmer would expect. 
This will be exemplified later (Example 5.19). 
Dejinition 5.15. Let 9 be a canonical abstraction scheme. Define a9 : (P Her) + 
9 to be some fixed function with the property that 
VG c Her. aYG E minimal(M EAG c den &‘} . 
Definition 5.16. Let P be a program and 9 a lattice abstraction scheme. The 
function W, : Int, --, Int, is defined by 
w,w = (%I+& 
where 
w,=a,{A~Herl3i~I.34 +B~groundP[i].(y,w) makes Btrae], 
wr = a,{A E Her/Vi E I. VA + B E groundP[ i] . ( yy w) makes Bfalse}. 
The nonstandard semantics of P using 9 is N,KPJ = ,fp W,. 
Note the nonconstructiveness of Definition 5.16. This allows us easily to argue 
that NY approximates the base semantics. However, for an implementation, a more 
complex definition using unifiers rather than dealing with ground instances would 
be useful. For examples of this, see Marriott [18, Chapter 71. 
Theorem 5.17. For eue?y lattice abstraction scheme 9, appr(N,, B). 
PROOF. It follows from Definition 5.16 that appr(Wp, U,) holds for all programs P. 
Thus by Proposition 3.8, appr(lfp W,, lfp U,) holds for all programs P. The asser- 
tion follows from the definitions Nsy and B. 0 
Example 5.18. If 9 is the depth-2 abstraction scheme and P is the program 
from Example 4.7, then the nonstandard semantics of P using p is w = (w,, IV,>, 
where 
Example 5.18 illustrates the inherent imprecision of depth-k abstraction schemes, 
since there is no way to tell from the nonstandard semantics w whether q(f(a), f(a)> 
is in P’s success set or failure set. Of course, the larger the depth chosen for the 
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depth-k abstraction scheme, the more precise the analysis. The example also 
demonstrates that the interpretation corresponding to the nonstandard semantics 
may be inconsistent. 
The following example illustrates how the nonstandard semantics may be used 
to indicate errors in a program. 
Example 5.19. Let 9 be the singleton abstraction scheme, and let P be the 
following (somewhat defective) program: 
member(c4,u.u). 
member( u, x.u) +member(v,v). 
The program is intended to compute list membership. The nonstandard semantics 
of P using p* approximates the success set of P by {member(u, u.u)}. This set is 
obviously too small, which indicates that the program contains an error. 
Another use of abstraction schemes is to specialize programs [20, 291 by 
replacing clauses in the program with instances of the clauses. This has the 
advantage that bindings are made earlier in a derivation, allowing failure to be 
detected more quickly, thus pruning useless derivations. In particular, specializa- 
tion may turn nondeterministic programs using deep backtracking into programs 
using shallow backtracking only, that is, into programs that are deterministic in the 
sense that only one clause head matches each call. 
Definition 5.20. Let 9 be a lattice abstraction scheme. Define gclause : Clause + 
Int, -+ Gela, sclause : Clause --f Int, + Clause, and spec : Prog + Inty + Prog by 
gclause C w = {A + B E ground Cl( “/y w) makes B true} 
sclause C w = maximal{ C’ s C/ground C’ c gclause C w) 
specPw={sclause(P[i])wliEZ}. 
Example 5.21. Let P be the program from Example 4.7, and let w be its 
nonstandard semantics from Example 5.8. Then spec P w is 
p(a) +q(a,a) A lr(a). 
q(x,x). 
Note that the last clause of P has been “specialized” away. 
It is reasonable to hope that if a program P is specialized using N,[IPI], the 
resulting program will be equivalent to P. More generally, we might hope that if 
appr(w,BKPJ) holds, then P and specPw will be equivalent in the following sense. 
Definition 5.22. Programs P and P’ are equivalent iff B[rP]= B[IP’n. 
Unfortunately, Example 5.21 shows that this does not hold. We therefore aim at 
finding a sufficient condition on w that ensures that P and specPw are equivalent. 
We first establish some lemmas. 
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Lemma 5.23. Let 9 be a lattice abstraction scheme, P be a program, and P’ = spec Pw 
for some w ES? For all u E Inter-p such that apprcw, u> holds, if U, u = (us, u,) 
and U,, u = <u:, u;> then u, = ul and uf c uj. 
PROOF. Since each clause in P’ is an instance of a clause in P, it follows that 
u: G u, and uf c u;. By the definition of spec (Definition 5.20), all of the ground- 
clause instances used when deriving U,u are instances of a clause in P’, and so 
u’ =u s S’ q 
Lemma 5.24. Let 9 be a lattice abstraction scheme, P be a program, and P’ = spec P w 
for some w ~9’. Zf appr(w, B[rP]) holds, then BIIPI] I BEP’]. 
PROOF. Define the predicate leg : (Znterp X Znterp) --f Boo1 by leq(u, u’) iff u I u’. 
Clearly leg is inclusive on btterp X Interp. Let G : (Znterp X Interp) -+ (Interp X 
Znterp) be defined by G(u, u’ > = (L&u, Uru’). Then G is monotonic and lfjr G = 
(1 U,,lfp Up,>. Assume appr(w,B[rPJj) holds, that is, &I U, I yy w. By Lemma 
5.23, then, U, u I U,# u for all u I lfi U,. Assume u I u’. Since U,. is monotonic, 
U,u~U,,u’forall u~lfpU,.So leq(u,u’)implies leq(G(u,u’))forall u<IfpU,. 
By lixpoint induction, leq(lfp U,, Ifp Up,> holds, that is, B[rPJ I BEP’4. 0 
Definition 5.25. The function co : Znterp + Zntetp is defined by co(u,, u,> = (U,, EJ. 
Note that comp(u, cou) holds for all u E Interp. The following lemma is an 
immediate consequence of the definition of co. 
Lemma 5.26. If u is consistent then u I co u. 
Lemma 5.27. Let Y be a lattice abstraction scheme, P be a program, and P’ = spec P w 
for some w ~9. If apprcw, co(BEPI])) holds, then B[IPIl is a @point for U,,. 
PROOF. Let (us, u,> = B[rP], and let (u;, u;> = U,,(B[TPn) = <u:, u;). By Lemma 
5.26, B[rP]I co(BEP]). Assume that appr(w, co(B[IP])) holds. It follows from 
Lemma 5.23 that u, = ul. We now prove that Uf = E;. Let I’ be an index set for the 
clauses in P’. Since (u,,u~) = U,(BEPn), we have 
.4Etif iff 3iEI.ElA +- B E ground( P[ i]) . -, ((BKP]) makes B false) 
iff 3i E I. U * B E ground( P[ i]) . co(B[P]) makes B true 
iff 3iEZ’.3A+BEground(P’[i]).co(B~Pn)makes Btrue 
iff 3i~Z’.3A+-B~ground(P’[i]).~((B[rP3l)makes Bfalse) 
iff AEE;. 
The second and fourth biimplications are by Lemma 4.9, the third by Lemma 5.23. 
It follows that (u,, u,> = Cu:, u;), that is, B[P] is a lixpoint for U,.. •I 
Theorem 5.28. Let Y be a lattice abstraction scheme, let P be a program, and let 
w ~9. If apprCw,co(B[rPn)) holds, then P and specPw are equivalent. 
PROOF. It follows from Lemmas 5.24 and 5.27 that B[rP] is the least fixpoint for 
U,., where P’ =specPw. Thus BEPI]= BEPa. 0 
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For this reason we are interested in finding approximations to co(BIIPI]). We 
have the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.29. Let 9 be a lattice abstraction scheme and P a program. Then 
(1) appr((W, J n>, co(B[rP])) holds for all n E w; 
(2) if -yY is cocontinuous, then appr(gfp W,, co(BKP])) holds. 
PROOF. Both statements follow directly from Propositions 5.14, 4.11, and 3.8. 0 
Thus when specializing programs we are interested in computing (W, J n) or, in 
cases where -yY is cocontinuous, gfp W,. For the two canonicized abstraction 
schemes discussed here, 3/p is cocontinuous. 
Example 5.30. Let P be the following (correct) program to compute list 
membership: 
member( u, u .v) . 
member( u, x.u) +-member(u,v). 
Using the singleton abstraction scheme, we have gfp W, = (w,, w,), where 
w, = { member( u, y.z)} , 
wf= {member(u,u)}. 
It follows that specP(gfp Wr) = 
member(u,u.u). 
member( u, x.y.z) - member( u, y.z). 
is equivalent to P. 
The following example indicates the usefulness of program specialization. 





accept(3, a.x) +- accept(4, x). 
accept(4, b.x) + accept(4, x). 
accept(4, b.nil). 
The predicate accept defines two nondeterministic finite automata as shown in 
Figure 1. The predicate inter defines a language as the intersection of the regular 
languages accepted by the two automata. Using the canonicized depth-3 abstraction 
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FIGURE 1. Two nondeterminis- 
~ a 8 b ~ tic automata. 
scheme, we have gfp W, = (w,, IV,), where 
W, = { inter( a.b.nil), 
accept(l,a.a.x),uccept(l,u.b.nil),uccept(2,b.nil), 
uccept(3, u.b.x), uccept(4, b.b.x), uccept(4, b.nit)} . 
So spec P(gfp W,) = 
inter(u.b.nil) +-uccept(l,u.b.nil),uccept(3,u.b.nil). 
accept(1,u.u.u.x) +-uccept(1,u.u.x). 
uccept( l,u.u.b.nil) + uccept( 1, u.b.nil). 
uccept( 1, u.b.nif) + uccept(2, b.nil). 
uccept(2, b.nil). 
uccept(3, u.b.b.x) + uccept(4, b.b.x). 
uccept(3, u.b.nil) + uccept(4, bnil). 
uccept(4, b.b.b.x) + uccept(4, b.b.x). 
uccept(4, b.b.nil) + uccept(4, b.nil). 
uccept(4, b.nil). 
This is a specialized, deterministic version of P, equivalent to P. The program can 
be simplified by straightforward means, by removing all ground bodies by unfold- 
ing. The query + inter(x) no longer requires backtracking; in fact the only answer 
is produced in a single derivation step. 
Let us finally discuss termination properties of the dataflow analyses presented 
in this section. 
Lemma 5.32. Assume our alphabet has a finite number of function and predicate 
symbols. 
(1) The cunonicized depth-k abstraction schemes are both ascending and descending 
chain finite. 
(2) The canonicized singleton abstraction scheme is ascending chain finite. 
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PROOF. (1): This follows from the fact that every canonicized depth-k abstraction 
scheme is finite. 
(2): It is well known that the set of atoms with the instantiation ordering is 
ascending chain finite, given a finite alphabet (see for example Reynolds [28, 
Theorem 51). Since, by definition, each atom abstraction in the canonicized single- 
ton scheme has at most n elements, where II is the number of predicate symbols, 
the assertion follows. q 
Proposition 5.33. Let P be a program. 
(1) If 9 is a canonicized depth-k abstraction scheme, then the ascending and 
descending Kleene sequences for W, are finite. 
(2) If 9 is the canonicized singleton abstraction scheme, then the ascending Kleene 
sequence for W, is finite. 
PROOF. This follows from Definition 5.16 (of Wr) and Lemma 5.32. 0 
6. STANDARD AND NONSTANDARD SEMANTICS 
We have presented two dataflow analyses and argued their correctness with respect 
to the semantic function B. The question remains, however, what this means if one 
assumes another underlying semantics, such as SLDNF resolution [5, 161. In this 
section we justify our choice of semantics by showing that it is, in a precise sense, 
the most abstract of a number of possible semantics for normal logic programs. In 
particular, the semantics we consider are: the set of logical consequences (in 
three-valued logic) of a program’s completion, SLDNF resolution, and the standard 
PROLOG semantics. This means that an analysis based on B is automatically 
correct with respect to all these semantics. 
Fitting’s proposal is not the only suggestion to base a semantic definition for 
logic programs on many-valued logic. Mycroft [26] was the first to discuss this 
possibility and its advantages. Other proposals have followed. It is beyond the 
scope of this paper to provide detailed motivation and definition for the various 
semantics. Readers are referred to the original sources for details. Kunen [151 has 
advocated a declarative semantics for normal programs, in which the meaning of a 
program is the set of logical consequences in three-valued logic of the program’s 
Clark completion. An alternative, operational definition of this semantics is also 
given in terms of U,. We now recall this definition. 
As noted in Section 4, any consistent interpretation u may be viewed as a 
mapping from ground atoms to the truth values true, false, or I . Let Form denote 
the set of closed formulas. Then the mapping can be extended in the natural way to 
a mapping Form + {true, false, _L} [15]. Let consequencesu be the set of closed 
formulas mapped to true by this extension. Let the function icons : P Lnterp + 
[Fb Form be defined by Icons Z = U (A consequencesz), and let Leon = P(lcons(u E 
Znterplconsu)). Ordered by subset ordering, Leon is a complete lattice. 
Definition 6.1. The (three-valued logic) semantic function L : Prog -+ Leon is 
defined by 
L[IPI]= lcons{U, t nln E w). 
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Another natural semantics for normal logic programs is given in terms of 
SLDNF resolution [5, 161. Using V and 3 for universal and existential closure 
respectively, we can define the SLDNF semantics as follows. 
Definition 6.2. The (SLDNF) semantic function S: Prog -+ Leon is defined by 
S[rPJ= {JGIPu {G} h as a finitely failed SLDNF tree) 
u (VG0 (13 is a computed (SLDNF) answer for P U (G} } . 
Shepherdson [30] has shown that SLDNF resolution is sound with respect to the 
Clark completion of a program in three-valued logic. Therefore, using the identity 
function on Leon + Leon as concretization function, we have the following result. 
Proposition 6.3. appr(L, 9. 
Standard PROLOG may be considered as a restricted form of SLDNF resolu- 
tion in which the computation rule is left-to-right and a depth-first search rule is 
used. We assume that standard PROLOG is “sound” in that unification with the 
occur check is performed and that when a nonground negative literal is selected, 
the derivation halts with an undefined value. 
+ Leon is defined by Dejinition 6.4. The (PROLOG) semantic function P : Prog 
PEP] = { 7 3G)P U {G} finitely fails) 
U (VG0 18 is a computed answer for P U {G) 1. 
Since every derivation constructed by standard PROLOG is an SLDNF deriva- 
tion, it is apparent that the following holds (again using the identity function on 
Leon --) Leon as concretization function). 
Proposition 6.5. appr(S, P). 
We finally look at the relationship between the base semantics and L. Let 
y : Zntelp + Leon be defined by y u = Zcons{u’ I u’ I u A consu’}. 
Proposition 6.6. (y, Znterp, Leon) is an insertion. 
PROOF. Clearly y is monotonic and costrict. We now show that y is injective. Let 
u = (us, u,> and U’ = (ui, u;> be distinct elements of Znterp. Since u # u’, either 
24, # U: or uf # u;. If U, # ui, then, for reasons of symmetry, we can assume that 
there is some A E us\ui. Then A E y u, while A E y u’ cannot hold. Thus 
y u # y u’. Similarly if uf # u;, then by symmetry we can assume that there is some 
A E uf\uJ. Then 7 A E y u, but 7 A P y u’, so y u # y u’. Thus y is injective. 
q 
Proposition 6.7. appr(B, L). 
PROOF. Let P be a program, and assume u E {U, t n ln E w). Then u = U, t n for 
some n E w, and u is consistent. Since u 5 lfp U,, it follows that u E {u’lu’ I lfp U, 
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A corzs u’]. We therefore have that Icon&& t n I IZ E W) c Icons{u’ Iu’ I Ifp 
U, A consu’]. So LITpII]c -y(BKPll. Since P was arbitrary, uppr(B,L) holds. 0 
Since uppr is transitive [19], we have the following theorem showing that B is the 
most abstract of the standard semantics we have considered. 
Theorem 6.8. uppr(B, F) holds for all F E {L, S, P]. 
Corollary 6.9. A dataflow analysis based on B is correct with respect to L, S, 
and P. 
The above result is very satisfactory, but there is a price to be paid for the very 
abstract semantics. Loosely, more abstraction implies less precision in dataflow 
analyses. Analyzing a PROLOG program, for example, one can make more precise 
statements about run-time behavior by using the knowledge that the computation 
rule is left-to-right. The abstract semantics B does not make this assumption. It is, 
however, possible to capture the left-to-right computation rule in a hxpoint 
characterization like the one for B. This can be done simply by changing the 
definitions of the “makes true” and “makes false” relations so they correspond to 
conjunction in McCarthy logic [17]. For example, u should make L AL’ false iff u 
makes L false or u makes L true and L’false. By slightly more complicated means, 
one can capture PROLOG’s search rule using the noncommutative disjunction of 
McCarthy logic. It is outside the scope of the present paper to detail such a 
semantics, but we note that it would be safely approximated by B, that is, any 
dataflow analysis based on B would be correct with respect to it. 
For many applications it would be useful to describe arbitrary atoms, not just 
ground atoms as has been done here. For example, information about the interde- 
pendencies of term groundness is useful for query handling in deductive databases. 
Such applications presuppose a semantic definition based on the handling of 
arbitrary terms. That is, the definitions should give all logical consequences of a 
program, rather than just the ground consequences (over some alphabet). Defini- 
tions of this kind have been suggested [9, 231, though only for the class of definite 
programs, and their use as a basis for abstract interpretation has been investigated 
by Barbuti, Giacobazzi, and Levi [2] and by Marriott and Sondergaard [23]. 
Program specialization has also been studied by Gallagher, Codish, and Shapiro 
[12], who use OLDT resolution [31] as the semantic basis. 
7. SUMMARY 
We have presented a theory of semantics-based dataflow analysis and applied it to 
the analysis of normal logic programs. We have shown that any dataflow analysis 
that is correct in our framework automatically is correct with respect to Kunen’s 
semantics, SLDNF resolution, and (sound) PROLOG. We have presented example 
dataflow analyses based on various abstraction schemes for type inference. Our use 
of the analyses has pointed to the possibility of automated program specialization 
that is independent of particular queries. 
The most notable application of bottom-up dataflow analysis is type inference. A 
special case of type inference is termination analysis: from the success and finite 
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failure information present in an inferred type, one may conclude that certain 
instances of clause heads will lead to nontermination. We have shown how the 
information provided by type inference may be used for program specialization or 
to highlight errors in a program. In a rather different context, one can imagine 
bottom-up dataflow analysis being used for query optimization in deductive 
databases. A bottom-up analysis is very natural for this, since it corresponds to the 
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